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Course Philosophy and Description The Senior Skills year of study rests heavily on students learning to interpret and interact with the world around them, as well as examine their own individuality and role within this system. By making moral judgments through the study of various texts, students begin to practice skills that they will need every day as they move from the structured school setting to the independence that comes with post-high school life. In addition to these conceptual skills, the year will focus on the building of written and communication skills, as well as vocabulary. Thematically, the units will explore the concepts of conflict and voice. Students will complete a research paper that will require them to interact with a multitude of sources. To be successful in writing this paper, students will need to combine their own ideas with research to construct a coherent and complete argument. The research paper will require them not only to form an opinion about an issue, but also to appropriately communicate their ideas. As students move beyond high school it is imperative that they are prepared to present their ideas and arguments effectively. As the coursebook asserts, "successful completion of the research component is a requirement of this course." Accordingly, the structure of the yearlong Senior English class offers several options for the research paper(s). To this end, the course presents a sequence of research reading and writing that helps students to increase the sophistication and confidence of their writing over time. Some teachers address this requirement through one or two longer papers; others assign two or more shorter research essays (tied to themes and units if desired); many teachers use a combination of both approaches throughout the year. Due to the possibility of early graduates, teachers must offer at least one opportunity for students to complete the research paper during first semester.
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Marking Period One: Personal Narrative Rationale: The first unit begins the year with a study of personal narratives. This allows students to begin their senior year by enunciating their own worldview. By thinking about the transformative properties of a specific life changing experience, they take stock of both where they currently stand, as well as how they got there. Just as significant, however, students will begin to study the stories of others, which will help them practice empathy. This hopefully allows the students to approach the remainder of their study by thinking about what they read in the context of how they, and others, see the world as individuals. By approaching larger issues through personal stories, students learn to value their own experiences and the experiences of others. The intersection of these two understandings will help to build the way our students see and interact with the world around them.



Guiding Questions: • • • • • •



·How does who I am as an individual impact my individuality? How does who I am as an individual impact my community? How can I overcome the personal obstacles that stand in the way of success, happiness, and future goals? What has shaped the person I am? Where am I? Where am I going? What does ___________ believe? What experiences built these beliefs?



Works for Marking Period One: Novels:



• • • • •



Persepolis – Marjane Satrapi* Chicago Stories (West only) Always Running- Luis Rodriguez Angela’s Ashes- Frank McCourt (North only) Black Like Me- John Howard Griffin (North only)



Essays and Short Stories:



• •



Selections from “Starting with I” “Fish Cheeks” by Amy Tan taken from The Bedford Reader 6th Edition “The Chase” by Annie Dillard taken from The Bedford Reader 6th Edition Excerpt of The Woman Warrior by Maxine Hong Kingston taken from The McGraw-Hill Reader Sample college essays



• • •
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• •



Films:



•



Newsweek Magazine Vocabulary Workshop (level E) or One Hundred Words Every High School Student Should Know Persepolis



Suggested Writing Response: * Denotes anchor text



•



Process Analysis or Informative Essay



Types of Assessments: • • • • •



Journals and reader’s response guides Students will write a personal narrative, as well as a college essay. Vocabulary quizzes In-class discussions and presentations Reading quizzes
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Marking Period Two: Lending Voice to the Voiceless Rationale: The second unit of study requires the students to expand their area of study beyond the personal by looking at a topic from a variety of perspectives. This will build on the lessons of the first unit, and with this expanded worldview, students will begin to formulate ideas about the way society should operate. Due to the possibility of early graduates, teachers must offer at least one opportunity for students to complete the research paper during this unit. This may fit in best with the non-fiction reading project where students can focus intently on one area of interest. Teachers may also want to introduce a community service-learning project that has the students interacting with the community.



Guiding Questions: • • • •



What is one’s role in society? What conditions are necessary to create an equal and fair society? What dangers threaten the resources, health, and safety of our planet? How does one take action against injustice?



Works for Marking Period Two: Novels:



• •



Night by Elie Weisel Excerpts from There are No Children Here by Alex Kotlowitz



Essays and Short Stories:



• •



“I Have a Dream”- Martin Luther King Essay Comparison: What is the individual’s responsibility to the community? (“The Happy Life” by Bertrand Russell, “The Singer Solution to World Poverty” by Peter Singer, and “Lifeboat Ethics: The Case Against Helping the Poor” by Garrett Hardin” all taken from The Language of Composition)



Supplemental materials:



• •



Films:



• •



Newsweek Magazine Vocabulary Workshop (level E) or One Hundred Words Every High School Student Should Know Born on the 4th of July Dear America: Letters Home from Vietnam (West only)



Suggested Writing Response:



• • •



Argument and Persuasion Literary Analysis Comparison and Contrast (“Batting Clean-Up and Striking Out” by Dave Barry and “The Black and White Truth About 8



Senior English Curriculum Guide Basketball” by Jeff Greenfield, both from The Bedford Reader 6th Edition)



* Denotes anchor text



Types of Assessments: • • • • • • • • •



Research Paper Multi-draft essay on independent reading project Journals and reader’s response guides In-class essays Multi-draft essay Vocabulary quizzes In-class discussions Oral presentation on various novels or independent reading project Reading quizzes and tests



Independent Non-Fiction Reading Project:



This unit will require students to use non-fiction to learn about an issue of importance to the world. They will need to address issues of power, and offer an understanding of the problem, as well as a suggested solution. While the project will be independent, students will share with each other as they progress and will present to the class upon completion of their study. This unit acts as a miniature research assignment and supports the larger research paper the students completed at the end of marking period two.
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Marking Period Three: Culpability (or Fate vs. Free Will – the Tragic Hero) Rationale: In the third unit of study, students will interact with metaphysical questions of responsibility and determinism. These questions are important for a few reasons. First, asking these questions is an exercise in metaphysical philosophy, which requires students to interpret and analyze the particulars of the world around them, as well as how they interact with this world. Secondly, it follows naturally from the first two units of study. In each of these units, students begin to examine issues with ethical implications. This moral study will continue, but will move from a focus on specific situations towards a broader understanding of ethics. And third, the unit will introduce the disparity of the opportunity to make free choices, which will, again, require students to analyze social structures in the world.



Guiding Questions: • • • • • • •



Are my actions, and the actions of others, under my control, or are they determined by outside forces? Can one escape fate? How does one know what path to take through life? Does everyone have the same level of free will, or are some offered “more” free choices? Can one have free will? How can one increase personal opportunities for free choice? If my free choices in part determine the way things are, what is my responsibility?



Works for Marking Period Three: Drama:



• • •



Oedipus* and/or Macbeth* The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini



Essays and Short Stories:



• • •



“King of the Bingo Game” – Ralph Ellison “The Zahir” – Jorge Luis Borges Excerpt from “Of the System of Man’s Free Agency” by Baron Paul Henri d’Holbach taken from The Canon and its Critics Excerpt from “Freedom and Necessity” by A.J. Ayer taken from The Canon and its Critics



• Supplemental materials:



• •



Newsweek Magazine Vocabulary Workshop (level E) or One Hundred Words Every High School Student Should Know 10



Senior English Curriculum Guide Films:



• • •



Groundhog Day Run Lola Run Sliding Doors



• •



Process Analysis Literary Analysis



Suggested Writing Response:



*Note: choose one as anchor text
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Marking Period Four: The Individual in Society Rationale: The fourth and final unit of study builds on the first three by continuing to push students to think about issues at the societal level. However, it also requires students to incorporate an understanding of the individual’s role in this society. The moral questions studied in unit three are not left behind, but here they become focused on the interaction between society and the people living within the group. The study of this balance prepares students to become active, moral, and contributing members of society. Teachers may want to conclude the year with a non-fiction reading project. As they were while writing their research paper, students will become fully engrossed in an area of interest. This will prepare them not only to be more attentive to the world around them, but also to study possible areas of interest to them as they move beyond high school and toward their adult lives.



Guiding Questions: • • • • • • • • • •



How is one’s identity shaped by the society in which they live? How does it affect my view of others? How should a society be involved in people’s lives? What is the moral way for a society to be set up? How should an individual act in response to societal decisions he or she disagrees with? Is there such thing as a perfect society? If so, what does it look like? In ________ culture, whose voice is emphasized? Whose is marginalized? What causes conflict and disharmony in communities? What social changes are needed to deal with inequities in opportunity, wealth, and power? What can be learned from past mistakes?



Works for Marking Period Four Novels:



• • •



Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury (North only) Feed by M.T. Anderson (North only) The Things They Carried* by Tim O’Brien (West only)



Essays, Short Stories, and Drama:



• •



Facing History and Ourselves by Simon Weisenthal “The New Community” by Amitai Etzioni taken from The Language of Composition “Harrison Bergeron” By Kurt Vonnegut “Twelve Angry Men” by Reginald Rose “No Exit” by Jean-Paul Sartre



• • •
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Senior English Curriculum Guide Supplemental materials:



• •



Films:



• • •



Suggested Writing Response:



• • •



Newsweek Magazine Vocabulary Workshop (level E) or One Hundred Words Every High School Student Should Know Night and Fog Hotel Rwanda V for Vendetta Research paper Cause and Effect (“Why Boys Don’t Play with Dolls” by Katha Pollitt from The Bedford Reader 6th Edition) Literary Analysis of novels



Types of Assessments: • • • • • • • •



Research Paper Multi-draft essay on independent reading project Journals and reader’s response guides In-class essays Vocabulary quizzes In-class discussions Oral presentation on independent reading project Reading quizzes and tests
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Summative Assessment: The research paper and a cumulative exam, which can include vocabulary multiple choice and/or an essay component, will be used for the summative assessment at the end of the first semester. A class presentation on the independent reading project and a cumulative exam, which can include vocabulary multiple choice and/or an essay component, will be used for the summative assessment at the end of the second semester. Summative assessment for each semester must show how students are progressing toward displaying knowledge of the course outcomes and state standards listed in the “Student Learning Outcomes Coded to State Goals and/or Benchmarks.”
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Agreed Upon Elements for the Course Writing and Research Emphasis: · Claim, Evidence, Warrant · Plagiarism Prevention · Multiple Draft Research Paper



Reading Emphasis: · Critical Analysis · Non-Fiction · Novels, Short Stories, Film



Oral Communication Emphasis: · Small and large group discussion · Class presentation related to various readings



Grammar: · Reinforcement of previously presented concepts



Vocabulary: Teachers will use either Vocabulary Workshop (level E) or One Hundred Words Every High School Student Should Know. Vocabulary instruction will be incorporated into classroom instruction through workbook exercises, essay writing, sentence writing, and end-of-the-unit quizzes. The final exam can be a culmination of the vocabulary words studied throughout the semester.
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Student Learning Outcomes Coded to State Goals and Benchmarks Communication Course Outcomes IL.4.A.5a-b 1. Listen and speak effectively in a variety of situations. IL 4.B.5a-d 2. Speak effectively using language appropriate to the situation and audience.



Literature Course Outcomes IL 1.A.5a-b 1. Apply word analysis and vocabulary skills to comprehend selections.



State Goals / Benchmarks IL.4.A.5a Use criteria to evaluate a variety of speakers’ verbal and nonverbal messages. IL 4.A.5b Use techniques for analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of oral messages. IL 4.B.5a Deliver planned and impromptu oral presentations, as individuals and members of a group, conveying results of research, projects or literature studies to a variety of audiences (e.g., peers, community, business/industry, local organizations) using appropriate visual aids and available technology. IL 4.B.5b Use speaking skills to participate in and lead group discussions; analyze the effectiveness of the spoken interactions based upon the ability of the group to achieve its goals. IL 4.B.5c Implement learned strategies to selfmonitor communication anxiety and apprehension (e.g., relaxation and transference techniques, scripting, extemporaneous outlining, repetitive practice). IL 4.B.5d Use verbal and nonverbal strategies to maintain communication and to resolve individual, group and workplace conflict (e.g., mediation skills, formal and informal bargaining skills).



State Goals / Benchmarks 1.A.5a Identify and analyze new terminology applying knowledge of word origins and derivations in a variety of practical settings. 1.A.5b Analyze the meaning of abstract concepts and the effects of particular word and phrase choices. 16



IL 1.B.5a-d 1. Apply reading strategies to improve understanding and fluency.



IL 1.C.5a-f 1. Comprehend a broad range of reading materials.



Writing Course Outcomes IL 3.A.5a 1. Use correct grammar, spelling, punctuation, capitalization and structure. IL 3.B.5b 2. Compose well-organized and coherent writing for specific purposes and audiences.



IL 3.C.5a-b 3. Communicate ideas in writing to accomplish a variety of purposes.



Senior English Curriculum Guide 1.B.5a Relate reading to prior knowledge and experience and make connections to related information. 1.B.5b Analyze the defining characteristics and structures of a variety of complex literary genres and describe how genre affects the meaning and function of the texts. 1.B.5c Evaluate a variety of compositions for purpose, structure, content and details for use in school or at work. 1.B.5d Read age-appropriate material with fluency and accuracy. 1.C.5a Use questions and predictions to guide reading across complex materials. 1.C.5b Analyze and defend an interpretation of text. 1.C.5c Critically evaluate information from multiple sources. 1.C.5d Summarize and make generalizations from content and relate them to the purpose of the material. 1.C.5e Evaluate how authors and illustrators use text and art across materials to express their ideas (e.g., complex dialogue, persuasive techniques). 1.C.5f Use tables, graphs and maps to challenge arguments, defend conclusions and persuade others.



State Goals / Benchmarks 3.A.5 Produce grammatically correct documents using standard manuscript specifications for a variety of purposes and audiences. 3.B.5 Using contemporary technology, produce documents of publication quality for specific purposes and audiences; exhibit clarity of focus, logic of organization, appropriate elaboration and support and overall coherence. 3.C.5a Communicate information and ideas in narrative, informative and persuasive writing with clarity and effectiveness in a variety of written forms using appropriate traditional and/or electronic formats; adapt content, vocabulary, voice and tone to the audience, purpose and situation. 17



Senior English Curriculum Guide 3.C.5b Write for real or potentially real situations in academic, professional and civic contexts (e.g., applications, job applications, business letters, resume, petitions).



Research Course Outcomes IL 5.A.5a-b 1. Locate, organize, and use information from various sources to answer questions, solve problems and communicate ideas.



IL 5.B.5a-b 2. Analyze and evaluate information acquired from various sources.



State Goals / Benchmarks 5.A.5a Develop a research plan using multiple forms of data. 5.A.5b Research, design and present a project to an academic, business or school community audience on a topic selected from among contemporary issues. 5.B.5a Evaluate the usefulness of information, synthesize information to support a thesis, and present information in a logical manner in oral and written forms. 5.B.5b Credit primary and secondary sources in a form appropriate for presentation or publication for a particular audience.



IL 5.C.5a-b



3. Apply acquired information, concepts and ideas to communicate in a variety of formats.



5.C.5a Using contemporary technology, create a research presentation or prepare a documentary related to academic, technical or occupational topics and present the findings in oral or multimedia formats. 5.C.5b Support and defend a thesis statement using various references including media and electronic resources.
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